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Abstract
A fundamental challenge in synthesis from examples is designing
a learning algorithm that poses the minimal number of questions
to an end user while guaranteeing that the target hypothesis is
discovered. Such guarantees are practically important because they
ensure that end users will not be overburdened with unnecessary
questions.
We present SPEX—a learning algorithm that addresses the
above challenge. SPEX considers the hypothesis space of formulas
over first-order predicates and learns the correct hypothesis by only
asking the user simple membership queries for concrete examples.
Thus, SPEX is directly applicable to any learning problem that fits
its hypothesis space and uses membership queries.
SPEX works by iteratively eliminating candidate hypotheses
from the space until converging to the target hypothesis. The main
idea is to use the implication order between hypotheses to guaran-
tee that in each step the question presented to the user obtains max-
imal pruning of the space. This problem is particularly challenging
when predicates are potentially correlated.
To show that SPEX is practically useful, we expressed two
rather different applications domains in its framework: learning
programs for the domain of technical analysts (stock trading) and
learning data structure specifications. The experimental results
show that SPEX’s optimality guarantee is effective: it drastically
reduces the number of questions posed to the user while success-
fully learning the exact hypothesis.
1. Introduction
Over the last few years, programming by example (PBE) tech-
niques have proved useful in a variety of application domains
(e.g., [8, 20, 21, 23, 27, 28, 34, 37, 41, 42, 45, 46]). The goal of
PBE approaches is to synthesize a hypothesis (e.g., a program [34]
or a specification [23]) desired by an end user from answers of
questions the synthesizer poses to that user. Thus, a prime objec-
tive for any PBE approach is to reduce the burden placed on the
user. This means that it is critical to reduce the number of questions
the end user has to answer, ideally, to a minimum. While existing
approaches have focused on PBE engines that learn hypotheses in
interesting domains, there has been little work on guaranteeing that
the target hypothesis can be discovered with a minimal number of
user questions. In fact, existing PBE approaches (e.g., [34]) may
ask the user an exponential number of questions even when a linear
number would have sufficed, limiting the practical benefits of PBE.
This Work We present SPEX, a new approach which ensures that
for a given hypothesis space, the PBE engine will find the target
solution with a minimal number of questions posed to the end user.
To obtain this result we had to address two challenges: (i) define the
hypothesis space and identify key properties on its shape; in turn,
this allows our search procedure to detect hypotheses whose testing
enables maximum pruning of the search space, and (ii) uncover the
place in the search where involving the user is most beneficial and
thus we are guaranteed their involvement is reduced to a minimum.
Concretely, SPEX considers: (i) a hypothesis space defined by
formulas over first-order predicates, and (ii) membership questions
which are posed to the end user; we note that simple membership
questions of various flavors are a staple of PBE approaches and are
suitable for end users to answer. In our setting, membership ques-
tions are simple questions on concrete examples with the answer
determining whether a predicate is relevant to the hypothesis we
are trying to learn. Any synthesis problem which has the same hy-
pothesis space and considers membership questions like SPEX can
immediately benefit from our results.
SPEX Operation To learn a hypothesis, SPEX maintains a strict
formula ϕ which logically implies the hypothesis we are trying to
discover, and gradually attempts to relax it. At each step, SPEX:
(i) considers a minimally relaxed hypothesis ϕˆ, (ii) generates a dis-
tinguishing input e for ϕ and ϕˆ, (iii) asks the user for e’s correct
output (via a membership question), and (iv) accordingly decides
whether ϕ can be relaxed to ϕˆ. Unfortunately, this approach only
works for independent predicates, since for dependent predicates
step (ii) can fail. In fact, an even more restricted version of this ap-
proach (one that considers special cases of independent predicates)
was proposed by [7]. They show that for other cases (e.g., depen-
dent predicates), not only this approach fails but also that it cannot
be accomplished with a polynomial number of questions.
This is where SPEX’s key technical novelty lies in: we show
how to proceed at step (ii) even in the case of dependent predicates
while guaranteeing we ask a minimal number of questions at step
(iii). The beauty of this approach is that the number of questions is
fully adaptable to the choice of predicates. That is, SPEX’s guaran-
tees are not obtained by the general worst-case, but by the worst-
case of the hypothesis space determined by the given set of pred-
icates. Such guarantees are also known as the teaching dimension
of the hypothesis space [25]. In addition, we present another result
which further characterizes hypothesis spaces where the number of
questions presented by SPEX is guaranteed to be linear (our result
subsumes works that consider independent predicates).
In addition to minimality guarantees, we show our framework
can accommodate interesting application domains: we expressed
two different synthesis problems in SPEX: one where we learn tech-
nical patterns (i.e., programs used in stock trading) and one where
we learn data structure specifications. We also show experiments
demonstrating that SPEX significantly reduces the number of ques-
tions posed to the user, when compared to current approaches.
Main Contributions The main contributions are:
• SPEX: an interactive PBE system that learns a target hypoth-
esis expressed by formulas over first-order predicates using a
minimal number of membership questions.
• A result which states that for a certain useful class of hypothesis
spaces, the number of examples presented to the user is linear.
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• Instantiation of SPEX on two application domains: technical
analysis patterns and data structure specifications. We show
that our guarantee is practically useful: SPEX asks the user
significantly fewer questions than current approaches.
2. Overview
In this section, we informally explain SPEX. Formal details are
provided in later sections.
2.1 Exact Learning from Examples
We address the problem of exact learning from examples (ELE). In
ELE, a synthesizer (learner) tries to learn a concept by presenting
examples for classification by a user (teacher). The user may also
provide initial sets of positive and negative examples. Technically,
given a domain of examples D, a concept C ⊆ D is a subset of
the example domain. An example e ∈ C is referred to as a positive
example, and an example e ∈ D \ C is a negative example. For
instance consider:
• A domain D = {(x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ 4, 0 ≤ y ≤ 4} .
• A concept C = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}.
• A single initial example (2, 2), which is positive.
Fig. 1 shows D and C (whose points are marked with bold points).
The Challenge of Exact Learning Exact learning algorithms have
to learn a single concept. However, the initial examples the user
provides are often consistent with many concepts. In our example,
there are many subsets of D that contain the example (2, 2). To
isolate the correct concept, exact learning algorithms are allowed
to present questions to the user. This enables pruning concepts
inconsistent with the new examples until a single concept remains.
Membership Queries Two common kinds of questions presented
by exact learning algorithms are membership queries and valida-
tion queries. Membership queries present examples (elements from
D) and ask whether they belong to the concept, while validation
queries present concepts and ask whether these are the correct one.
Unfortunately, in many domains, validation queries are complex,
error-prone, or impossible for the user to understand. For such do-
mains, it is desirable to limit the questions to membership queries
only, i.e., limit the setting to ELE: exact learning from examples.
Predicate-defined Concepts Often, concepts are conveniently spec-
ified using their features or properties. In this work, we assume that
concepts are defined using arbitrary predicates. For example, we
can express the concepts of D from our running example with the
following set of predicates:
S = Px ∪ Py ∪ {x = y}
where Px consists of predicates capturing intervals of x: Px =
{(0 ≤ x ≤ 2), (1 ≤ x ≤ 3), (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)} and Py is defined
identically with respect to y. A concept satisfies the predicate
a ≤ x ≤ b if all its points (x, y) satisfy that x is between a and
b, and a concept satisfies the predicate x = y if all its points take
the form of (x, x). Using these predicates, the concept we wish to
learn (the one depicted in Fig. 1) is expressible by the formula:
ϕC = (1 ≤ x ≤ 3) ∧ (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) ∧ (1 ≤ y ≤ 3) ∧ (0 ≤ y ≤ 2)
Finding the Correct Concept To learn the concept formulaϕC , one
can present examples to the user and prune the inconsistent con-
cepts until a single concept remains. Many classical exact learning
algorithms may be used only if the predicates are independent (see
Section 7). Unfortunately, practical application domains often de-
fine specifications over abstract properties that may be dependent.
One approach [34] does address this challenge by iteratively
picking two non-equivalent concepts, showing an input that dis-
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Figure 1. Concept to be learned is x ∈ [1, 2] ∧ y ∈ [1, 2].
tinguishes them, asking the user for the correct output, and pruning
the inconsistent concepts accordingly. Unfortunately, since the two
concepts are selected arbitrarily, the number of concepts pruned
after a single question may be small, which can result in presenting
an exponential number of questions to the user even when a linear
number would suffice (see Section 6). In contrast, we leverage the
partial-order between the concepts to pick two “close” concepts at
each step. This guarantees that, overall, our approach always asks
the user the minimal number of questions.
In the next two sections, we focus on learning concepts that
can be expressed as conjunctions. We then show that learning
disjunctions is dual and that learning conjunctions may be used to
learn DNF formulas (and thus any specification).
2.2 Our Approach: a Guided Traversal in the Concept Space
Intuitively, we follow the classic techniques as described in Sec-
tion 1, which use the structure of the formula to efficiently check
if a candidate hypothesis can be relaxed by asking the user about a
distinguishing input, namely an input whose output changes when
relaxing the formula. However, in the general setting of predicate-
defined concepts, some hypotheses may not have such distinguish-
ing input. The main idea of our approach is to leverage a partial
order between concepts to find a minimal number of inputs that,
together, act as the nonexistent distinguishing input.
Conceptually, SPEX traverses along the partially-ordered space
of concepts consistent with the examples to find the correct concept
formula ϕC . The partial-order is defined as follows: two formulas
ϕ,ψ satisfy ϕ ≤ ψ if ϕ contains all of ψ’s predicates (and possibly
additional predicates). This order induces a graph of the concepts
consistent with the observed examples: the nodes are the consistent
concepts, captured by formulas. There is an edge between two
formulas ϕ and ψ if there is no other formula ψ′ satisfying ϕ ≤
ψ′ ≤ ψ. This graph is known as the version space [39].
Fig. 2 presents part of this graph corresponding to our running
example: the bottom node shows the most specific concept formula,
ϕ0, which satisfies all predicates from S satisfied by the initial
positive example (2, 2). Edges link ϕ0 to more relaxed formulas
(formulas with fewer constraints). We use ϕR1,...,Rn0 to denote the
formula ϕ0 without the predicates R1, ..., Rn.
Our Approach To learn the concept formula, one has to present
examples to the user and prune the inconsistent nodes, until a single
node remains. SPEX performs a guided traversal looking for a path
to the concept formula ϕC . At each step, SPEX examines a specific
node and its immediate neighbours to find a step towards ϕC .
An immediate neighbour of a node ϕ is ϕR, the formula ϕ
where a single predicate R has been dropped. Note that ϕ logically
implies ϕR. Examining ϕR means checking whether ϕC is reach-
able from it, i.e., whether R is in ϕC . To check if R is part of ϕC ,
SPEX looks for a distinguishing input between ϕ and ϕR. Since ϕ
implies ϕR, this means finding an example satisfying ϕR ∧ ¬ϕ.
If an example e such that e |= ϕR ∧¬ϕ exists, its classification
enables progress: if e is a positive example (i.e., e |= ϕC ), SPEX
proceeds towards ϕR (and prunes the rest of the space), otherwise,
ϕR’s sub-graph is pruned.
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Figure 2. The partially-ordered concept space that SPEX traverses along and distinguishing inputs showed by SPEX.
In the special case where predicates are independent, every
conjunction of literals over the predicates is satisfiable, and an
example e |= ϕR ∧ ¬ϕ is guaranteed to exist. Consequently,
in this restricted case, every predicate can be classified with a
single question. In fact, this is the case handled by classic exact
learning algorithms (e.g., [25, Theorem. 11]). However, we address
the general case, where predicates may be dependent, and such
distinguishing input might not exist. This leads to the first novel
challenge that we address:
CHALLENGE 1. When ϕR ∧ ¬ϕ is not satisfiable, how can one
obtain alternative distinguishing inputs that enable to classify R?
A naı¨ve solution to this challenge is to examine every child of
ϕR: if all have distinguishing inputs with ϕ and one of these inputs
is a positive example (satisfies ϕC ), the traversal proceeds towards
this child and prunes the rest of the space; otherwise, if all inputs
are negative examples, ϕR’s sub-graph is pruned. However, it is not
guaranteed that the children necessarily have distinguishing inputs,
in which case their children must be examined similarly. While this
solution is correct, it is wasteful in the number of questions. This
leads us to the second challenge we address:
CHALLENGE 2. How can one obtain a minimal number of alter-
native distinguishing inputs?
To present a minimal number of questions, we show that instead
of examining all children of ϕR, it suffices to examine a subset of
children. This subset is the set of predicates in ϕR “preventing”
distinguishing inputs with ϕ. That is, predicates preventing the
formula ϕR∧¬ϕ from being satisfiable. Such predicates are known
as the unsat core of the formula.
We prove that if there is no distinguishing input for ϕR and ϕ,
it suffices to compute an unsat core of the above formula and con-
sider only the children belonging to the unsat core. If the computed
unsat cores are guaranteed to be minimal, we prove that a min-
imal number of questions is presented. Though finding minimal
unsat cores in general theories is EXPSPACE-complete, there are
approaches to compute small unsat cores (e.g., [15]), and in some
theories (such as the ones exemplified in this work), minimal unsat
cores can be computed.
2.3 A Running Example
We now demonstrate SPEX on the concept defined in Section 2.1.
Given the initial user-provided example (2, 2), SPEX first computes
the most strict consistent concept, ϕ0 (which implies every consis-
tent concept), which is
∧
l∈S0={(2,2)|=R|R∈S} l, that is:
ϕ0 = (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) ∧ (1 ≤ x ≤ 3) ∧ (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)∧
(0 ≤ y ≤ 2) ∧ (1 ≤ y ≤ 3) ∧ (2 ≤ y ≤ 4) ∧ (x = y)
Distinguishing Inputs After constructing ϕ0, SPEX looks for a
predicate R that can be classified with a single example. Unfortu-
nately, none of its immediate neighbours in the concept graph has
a distinguishing input with ϕ0. For example, for R = (0 ≤ x ≤ 2)
there is no distinguishing input, because such an input has to satisfy
the (unsatisfiable) formula, ϕR0 ∧ ¬ϕ0, which is simplified to:
ψ
(0≤x≤2)
S0
,
∧
l∈S0\{(0≤x≤2)} l ∧ ¬(0 ≤ x ≤ 2) =¬(0 ≤ x ≤ 2) ∧ (1 ≤ x ≤ 3) ∧ (2 ≤ x ≤ 4)∧
(0 ≤ y ≤ 2) ∧ (1 ≤ y ≤ 3) ∧ (2 ≤ y ≤ 4) ∧ (x = y)
In the following, we use the notation ψRsQs to refer to the formula
satisfying the predicates in Qs and not in Rs and the negations of
the predicates in Rs, that is: ψRsQs =
∧
l∈Qs\Rs l ∧
∧
l∈Rs ¬l.
Back to our example, the formula ψ(0≤x≤2)S0 is unsatisfiable
due to the dependency between the predicates (0 ≤ x ≤ 2),
(0 ≤ y ≤ 2), and x = y. If there were such examples they would
satisfy that x is greater than 2, y is at most 2, and x equals y, which
clearly cannot be satisfied together.
Finding Alternative Distinguishing Inputs To find alternative sat-
isfiable formulas, SPEX computes an unsat core of the above for-
mula. For each predicate R′ in the unsat core (except for the one at
hand, R), SPEX constructs a formula that negates R′, in addition
toR. If some of these formulas are still unsatisfiable, SPEX repeats
this process, computes a (new) unsat core, and generates a set of
formulas from it. Finally, SPEX presents the user an example for
each of these formulas. In our example, SPEX computes an unsat
core of ψ(0≤x≤2)S0 , which is {(0 ≤ x ≤ 2), (0 ≤ y ≤ 2), x =
y} and generates the formulas ψ(0≤x≤2),(x=y)S0 , ψ
(0≤x≤2),(0≤y≤2)
S0
.
These formulas are satisfiable by (3, 2) and (3, 3) respectively.
Therefore, SPEX presents these points to the user.
Inferring Classifications from the Alternative Formulas If one
of these examples, corresponding to ψR,R1,...,RkS0 , is classified by
the user as a positive example, then none of the negated predi-
cates is part of ϕC , and thus R,R1, ..., Rk are dropped from the
current formula. However, if all of them are negative, then it is
only guaranteed that the predicate at hand, R, is part of the cor-
rect concept ϕC . For example, in our example, both points (3, 3)
and (3, 2) are negative, and thus SPEX infers that (0 ≤ x ≤ 2)
is part of ϕC . Note that although these formulas negate additional
predicates, x = y and (0 ≤ y ≤ 2), these cannot be classified
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at this point. Indeed, eventually x = y will be dropped, while
(0 ≤ y ≤ 2) will be part of ϕC . However, the next step of SPEX,
which considers the predicate (2 ≤ x ≤ 4), infers differently.
As before, there is no distinguishing input for ϕ0 and ϕ
(2≤x≤4)
0
(i.e., ψ(2≤x≤4)S0 is unsatisfiable). Therefore, SPEX considers the un-
sat core {(2 ≤ x ≤ 4), (2 ≤ y ≤ 4), x = y} and generates
the relaxed formulas ψ(2≤x≤4),x=yS0 and ψ
(2≤x≤4),(2≤y≤4)
S0
. Both
formulas are satisfiable, by (1, 2) and (1, 1), and both are posi-
tive. However, this time after the first example, (1, 2), is presented
to the user, SPEX infers immediately (without presenting (1, 1))
that (2 ≤ x ≤ 4) and x = y are not in ϕC , and thus it updates
the current candidate formula to ϕ(2≤x≤4),x=y0 . In the next step,
SPEX looks for distinguishing inputs from the new candidate for-
mula, and so it constructs ψ(2≤y≤4)S0\{(2≤x≤4),x=y}, namely it ignores
the predicates (2 ≤ x ≤ 4), x = y, as they no longer affect the
classifications. We note that in fact (2 ≤ x ≤ 4) is implied by the
predicate (0 ≤ x ≤ 2), and thus is classified as redundant by SPEX
immediately after learning (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) – we ignore this step here
to exemplify how SPEX classifies a predicate as not part of ϕC .
2.4 SPEX Extensions
We use the logic described for learning formulas over conjunctions,
to learn other concept classes: disjunctions and DNFs.
D-SPEX The disjunctive variation of SPEX is dual to the conjunc-
tive. While the conjunctive variation, C-SPEX, generalizes from the
positive examples and learns which constraints must be met by ex-
amples in the concept, D-SPEX generalizes from the negative ex-
amples, and learns which constraints eliminate examples from be-
ing part of the concept. Fig. 3 visually demonstrates the difference
between the classes: C-SPEX learns a consecutive region in the
concept space that contains all positive examples, while D-SPEX
learns the same region only for the negative examples.
Gen-SPEX Gen-SPEX learns more complex formulas that can cap-
ture general concepts, in which there is no single consecutive re-
gion for the positive examples or the negative examples (as illus-
trated in Fig. 3). Ideally, to learn such concepts, Gen-SPEX would
simply invoke C-SPEX to learn a conjunction for each region (inde-
pendently) and then return the disjunction over these conjunctions.
However, there are two main issues with this approach that Gen-
SPEX has to address:
• How to guarantee that every region has been covered? It cannot
assume that the user provides enough examples.
• How to handle intersecting regions? C-SPEX may over-
generalize such regions, resulting in an incorrect specification.
To address the first challenge, Gen-SPEX maintains two formu-
las: (i) ϕP , satisfied by the positive examples, and (ii) ϕN , satisfied
by the negative examples. While there is an example not satisfying
any of them, Gen-SPEX asks the user for the example’s classifica-
tion, and accordingly adds a conjunction to ϕP or ϕN .
To address the second challenge, we first identify the pitfall of
employing C-SPEX as-is: C-SPEX relies on the fact that every ex-
ample “outside” of the (single) region is classified as negative ex-
ample. However, this is not true for Gen-SPEX as examples “out-
side” of a certain region may be classified as positive if they belong
to a different region. Since C-SPEX generates examples that are
“close” the the current candidate hypothesis, it can learn regions
that are “sufficiently apart” from others. For regions that are “too
close” or even intersect, over-generalization may still occur in two
cases: (i) if an example is in the intersection of two regions, and
(ii) if several examples are generated to classify a predicate R (due
to dependency between predicates), which leads to removing R if
one of them is positive. In the first case, C-SPEX will not be able to
isolate the regions and will return an over-generalization contain-
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Figure 3. Illustration of the concept spaces.
ing them, and thus Gen-SPEX has to detect this and ignore the con-
junction. In the second case, Gen-SPEX avoids over-generalization
by modifying C-SPEX to examine all examples and eliminate the
negative examples with a disjunction for each negative example.
While this results in a formula which is not a DNF (as its conjunc-
tion may be over disjunctions and not only literals), it can be easily
transformed to a DNF, and thus we refer to learning such formulas
as learning a DNF. We provide further details in Section 5.
3. Exact Learning from Examples
In this section, we define formally the problem of learning an exact
specification from examples.
Specifications We consider three types of specifications: (i) DNF
specifications where the formula is in disjunctive normal form,
(ii) conjunctive specifications, a restricted case of DNF where there
is a single cube (i.e., there are no disjunctions), and (iii) disjunctive
specifications, a restricted case of DNF where each cube contains a
single literal (i.e., there are no conjunctions). The specifications are
defined over arbitrary predicates, defined over the example domain.
We next formally define them.
DEFINITION 1 (A DNF Specification). Let the example domainD
be a set and S be a set of predicates over D, namely ∀R ∈
S, ∃n ∈ N : R ⊆ Dn. A DNF specification is a formula
ϕ(d) =
∨
[
∧
l∈Ai l(d)], where each Ai is a subset of literals
over S, that is Ai ⊆ {R,¬R | R ∈ S}.
DEFINITION 2 (A Conjunctive Specification). A conjunctive
specification is a DNF specification with a single cube, namely
ϕ(d) =
∧
l∈A l(d) where A ⊆ {R,¬R | R ∈ S}.
DEFINITION 3 (A Disjunctive Specification). A disjunctive speci-
fication is a DNF specification where each cube has a single literal,
namely ϕ(d) =
∨
l∈A l(d) where A ⊆ {R,¬R | R ∈ S}.
Exact Learning of Specifications We address the problem of ex-
act learning of specifications. In exact learning, the goal is to pre-
cisely classify every example in the domain D, without necessar-
ily explicitly seeing every input-output example. We consider the
teacher-student model where the student (i.e., the algorithm) can
ask the teacher (i.e., the oracle or user) only membership questions,
that is ask for the output of a given input. We further allow the
teacher to provide some initial positive and/or negative examples,
however the teacher need not provide examples, and in any case
the student obtains the examples it needs by interacting with the
teacher. We next formally state this (interactive) learning problem.
DEFINITION 4 (Exact Learning from Examples (ELE)). Let D be
a domain, S be a set of predicates over D, ϕC be an unknown
specification over S (to be discovered), EP , EN ⊆ D be initial
sets of positive and negative examples (i.e., ∀d ∈ EP .ϕC(d) and
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∀d ∈ EN .¬ϕC(d)), and an oracle that can precisely classify any
example in D. The goal of exact learning from examples is to learn
a specification ϕ over S such that: ∀d ∈ D.ϕC(d)↔ ϕ(d).
We refer to the above problem as a C-ELE, D-ELE, or DNF-ELE
if the specification is conjunctive, disjunctive, or DNF (resp.).
ELE’s Complexity Class ELE was extensively studied and in par-
ticular it was shown to be EXPTIME for the special case where the
domain is a set of boolean vectors and the predicates are monomials
over the vectors [7]. This implies that our general setting of DNF-
ELE, which does not restrict the domain or the predicates, is also
EXPTIME. The work of [7] also implies that D-ELE is EXPTIME
since it can be seen as a special setting of D-ELE where the domain
is the boolean vectors and S contains conjunctions. To show that
C-ELE is also EXPTIME we prove the following claim:
CLAIM 1. Let
• D be a set of boolean vectors: {(x0, ..., xk) | ∀i.xi ∈ {0, 1}}.
• S be a set of disjunctions: {(x0∨xj), (x0∨¬xj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k}.
• EP = EN = ∅.
For any ELE algorithm there is a conjunctive specification ϕC
which presents Ω(2|S|) membership queries to the oracle.
Intuitively, the specification is a CNF, which here is equivalent to
learning DNF. Proof is provided in Appendix A.
4. The C-SPEX and D-SPEX Algorithms
In this section, we present our exact learning algorithm for the
restricted classes of conjunctive and disjunctive specifications. We
begin with the high-level algorithm, then show the algorithm itself
and instantiate it to the C-ELE and D-ELE algorithms, and finally
prove that C-SPEX and D-SPEX generate a minimal number of
examples and that for a useful class this number is linear.
4.1 C-SPEX and D-SPEX in a Nutshell
In this section, we present the pseudo code of SPEX and discuss the
main differences between its conjunctive and disjunctive variations.
The Guided Traversal Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of
SPEX’s guided traversal. The algorithm takes as arguments the set
of predicates S and the initial set of positive and negative examples
EP and EN (which may be empty). It begins by constructing the
most specific formula and storing its literals in S0, which provides
the “alphabet” of the concept formula ϕC to be learned.
The guided traversal classifies each literal in S0 as part of ϕC
or not. It maintains two sets, SP and SN , storing the predicates
classified so far as part of ϕC (SP ) or not (SN ). SPEX iteratively
classifies literals until all are at SP or SN . At each step, it invokes
a function that returns a literal, which minimizes the number of
examples needed for classification, and its classifying examples. It
then gradually asks the oracle for their output, until it can classify
the literal. If the literal was classified to SP , literals that are implied
by SP and the new literal are classified to SP , too. Finally, SPEX
generates ϕC by constructing a conjunctive or disjunctive formula
from SP , cleans it by removing redundant literals, and returns it.
C-SPEX and D-SPEX The above pseudo code is the framework of
variations the C-SPEX and D-SPEX. While the framework is iden-
tical, the two variations are not identical but dual: C-SPEX gener-
alizes from positive examples, whereas D-SPEX generalizes from
negative examples. We next informally present the differences:
• Initialization: both variations initialize S0 such that the con-
junction (in C-SPEX) or disjunction (in D-SPEX) over its el-
ements implies ϕC . In C-SPEX, S0 contains the literals from S
satisfied by all positive examples. In D-SPEX, S0 contains the
negations of literals from S satisfied by all negative examples.
Algorithm 1: SPEX Pseudo Code(S, EP , EN )
1 S0 = get literal set of the most specific hypothesis from S, EP , EN
2 SP = SN = ∅
3 while SP ∪ SN ( S0 do
4 l, exs = find a literal that requires a minimal number of examples
5 Get feedback on exs until l can be classified to SP or SN
6 if l ∈ SP then add to SP all literals lˆ implied by SP and l
7 Construct ϕC by collecting all the literals in SP
8 Clean ϕC by removing implied literals
9 return ϕC
• Constructing examples: in both variations, the goal is to learn
which literals from S0 are part of ϕC , and thus to classify
the literals, SPEX constructs distinguishing inputs, however
those are constructed differently. In C-SPEX, to infer whether
a literal l in S0 is in ϕC , a distinguishing example for the
conjunction over S0 \SN (the most strict hypothesis consistent
with the current positive examples) and the same hypothesis
only without l satisfies all the literals in S0 \ SN (but l) and
¬l. If such example is positive, l is not in ϕC , otherwise it
is. Intuitively, correctness follows because if the example e is
positive, i.e., e |= ϕC , but does not satisfy l, i.e., e 6|= l, l cannot
be part of the conjunction ϕC . In contrast, in D-SPEX, to infer
whether a literal ¬l is in ϕC , a distinguishing example satisfies
¬l and none of the other literals in S \ SN . If such example is
negative, ¬l is not in ϕC , otherwise it is. Intuitively, correctness
follows because if the example e is negative, i.e., e 6|= ϕC ,
then if ϕC would have contained ¬l, e should have been a
positive example since it satisfies the disjunction. We note that
in case there are no such distinguishing inputs, SPEX considers
alternative formulas whose distinguishing inputs enable to infer
the classification similarly (as will be described later).
• Implications: in C-SPEX, if a literal l is added to SP , any other
literal implied by SP ∪ {l} is also in SP (since any positive
example satisfies SP and l, and thus this literal). In D-SPEX,
if a literal ¬l is added to SP , any other literal that is implied
by the disjunction is added to SP (since there are no positive
examples satisfying the disjunction but not this literal) and any
other literal that implies the disjunction is added to SP (since
there are no positive examples satisfying this literal but not the
disjunction and adding it to the disjunction does not strengthen
or relaxes the disjunction). Removing the implied literals is only
required to complete the classification of each literal in S0,
and these literals do not affect the final formula ϕC , since it
is cleaned from redundant literals.
4.2 The SPEX Algorithm
In this section, we present the actual algorithm of SPEX, shown in
Algorithm 2, which instantiates the template of Algorithm 1. SPEX
takes as arguments the set of predicates S, the initial sets EP and
EN of positive and negative examples, and the isCon flag indicat-
ing whether to learn a conjunctive or a disjunctive specification.
To instantiate it, two operations are required, init and implied,
implemented differently by C-SPEX and D-SPEX.
SPEX begins with initializing S0 to the set of all possible liter-
als that ϕC may contain (using init) and the two literal sets, SP
and SN , to the empty sets. Then, SPEX iteratively generates exam-
ples to classify literals in S0 until all are in SP or SN (Lines 3–10).
At each iteration, SPEX invokes getMinLiteralNExamples that
picks the next literal to classify l and returns l along with the exam-
ples that imply its classification. Each example is accompanied with
a set of literals Rs containing the relaxed literals (in C-SPEX this
means literals that are negated, and in D-SPEX this means literals
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Algorithm 2: SPEX(S, EP , EN , isCon)
1 S0 = init(S, [isCon? EP : EN ])
2 SP = ∅ ; SN = ∅
3 while (SP ∪ SN ( S0) do
4 (l, Exs) = getMinLiteralNExamples(S0,SP ,SN ,form)
5 classified = false
6 for (Rs, eˆ) ∈ Exs do
7 if askUser(eˆ, EP , EN )=(isCon? neg : pos) then continue
SN = SN ∪Rs
8 classified = true
9 break
10 if !classified then SP = SP ∪ implied(SP ,l)
11 ϕC = isCon?
∧
l∈SP l :
∨
l∈SP l
12 for l ∈ ϕC do
13 if ϕC \ {l} |= l then ϕC = ϕC \ {l}
14 return ϕ
that are not negated). Then, SPEX gradually iterates the examples
to classify l (Lines 6–9). First, it obtains their output (Line 7) using
askUser (whose code is omitted) that gets the example’s classifi-
cation (positive or negative) either from the available examples or,
if the example is new, from the oracle and adds the new example to
EP or EN accordingly. After obtaining the output, SPEX classifies
according to its duality. In C-SPEX, if the example is positive, this
indicates that l and the rest of the literals in Rs (which includes l)
are not in ϕC , and thus all are added to SN , and SPEX continues to
classify the next literal. Otherwise, if all the examples are negative,
this indicates that l is in ϕC , and thus the set of literals implied
by SP and l (which includes l) is computed using implied and
added to SP (Line 10). D-SPEX is dual: it adds l and Rs to SN if
one of the examples is negative, or adds l to SP if all the examples
are positive. Finally, SPEX generates ϕC from SP and cleans it by
removing implied literals (Lines 11–13).
4.3 Computing the Next Literal to Classify
In this section, we present getMinLiteralNExamples (Algo-
rithm 3), abbreviated to getMin, that picks the next literal to clas-
sify and returns it along with the examples implying its classifi-
cation. Each example is accompanied with the set of its relaxed
literals. We first describe how to compute for a given literal a min-
imal set of examples that imply its classification, and then describe
getMin that finds a literal whose example set is of minimal size.
Computing the Minimal Example Set of a Literal Ideally, a literal
l can be classified using a single example. To check if there is such
example, getMin constructs a formula ψRsS0\SN , where Rs = {l},
“isolating l’s effect”:
• In C-SPEX, ψRsS0\SN is the conjunction of ¬l and the literals in
S0, except for l and the literals classified to SN .
• In D-SPEX, ψRsS0\SN is the conjunction of l and the negations
of the other literals in S0 \ SN .
If ψRsS0\SN is satisfiable, any example in D satisfying it is an
example whose classification implies l’s classification. If ψRsS0\SN
is unsatisfiable, but there is a single way to relax ψRsS0\SN (by
removing specific literals), then similarly any example satisfying
the relaxed formula can serve as the single classifying example.
However, if there are multiple ways to relax ψRsS0\SN (e.g., l1
or l2 may be removed from it), getMin has to consider every re-
laxed formula and generate an example for each (it does not nec-
essarily mean that all will be presented to the oracle). To find a
minimal number of relaxed formulas, getMin uses UNSAT cores
(i.e., unsatisfiable sets of literals from the formula) that may be
computed from the unsatisfiable formula ψRsS0\SN , for example us-
Algorithm 3: getMinLiteralNExamples(S0,SP ,SN )
1 for max = 1; ; max++ do
2 for l ∈ S0 \ (SP ∪ SN ) do
3 sets = {{l}}
4 for Rs ∈ sets do
5 if sat(ψRs
S0\SN ) then continue core =
unsatCore(ψRs
S0\SN ) \ (SP ∪Rs)
6 sets = sets \ {Rs} ∪ {Rs ∪ {Q} | Q ∈ core}
7 if |sets| > max then break
8 if |sets| > max then continue return
l, {(Rs, ex(ψRs
S0\SN )) | Rs ∈ sets}
ing an SMT-solver (e.g., [17]). The UNSAT cores must contain l
(because S0 \ SN is satisfiable) and some literals from S0 \ SN
not in SP (otherwise, l is implied from SP , but then it would have
been removed by SPEX before invoking getMin). Each of these
literals is a possibility to consider except for l and literals from SP
(as these dominate the examples’ classification, regardless of l’s
classification). Thus, for each getMin generates a formula extend-
ing Rs with this literal. If the new ψRsS0\SN is still unsatisfiable, an
additional core is computed and new relaxed formulas replace the
former relaxed formula. Since the relaxed formulas are uniquely
identified by their relaxed literals, getMin maintains the relaxed
literal set of each relaxed formula, which are stored in sets.
Computing the Min Literal To find a literal requiring a minimal
number of examples, getMin sets a bound on this number with
the variable max and increases it only if all literals require more
examples (Line 1). After fixing max, every unclassified literal l
is checked whether it can be classified using at most max exam-
ples (Line 2). To this end, getMin initializes sets to contain the
initialRs set, {l}, (Lines 3) and replaces each literal set whose for-
mulaψRsS0\SN is unsatisfiable with its relaxed sets, as previously de-
scribed. Then, a loop updates sets until: (i) every Rs satisfies that
ψRsS0\SN is satisfiable, or (ii) the size of sets exceeds max (Lines
4–7). To determine whether for a given Rs, ψRsS0\SN is satisfiable,
getMin uses an SMT-solver (Line 5). If ψRsS0\SN is unsatisfiable,
an UNSAT core is obtained from the SMT-solver (we also reduce
it to be minimal by removing redundant literals, we omit this part
from the code), and sets is updated to exclude Rs and include all
the sets consisting ofRs and a single literal from the unsat core that
is not in SP or Rs (Lines 5–6)1. If the extension of sets results in
exceeding max, the loop terminates (Line 7) and the next literal is
examined (Line 8). Otherwise, l is returned along with the set of
pairs consisting of the Rs sets and their corresponding examples.
The examples are obtained from the SMT-solver, denoted ex(ψ).
4.4 Implementing C-SPEX and D-SPEX
In this section, we describe the operations that instantiate C-SPEX
and D-SPEX: (i) init, (ii) imply, and (iii) ψRsOs, listed in Table 1.
C-SPEX This variation implements these operations as follows:
• C-init returns the conjunction over all literals in S satisfied
by all positive examples. This formula implies the specification
ϕC : literals not in it are not satisfied by one of the positive
examples and thus are not in ϕC .
• C-implied returns the set of literals implied by the conjunction
of SP and the literal l.
1 More precisely, in C-SPEX the core actually contains negations of literals
from Rs, and in D-SPEX negations of literals from SP , but the core is
cleaned from these literals without the negations.
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variation init(S, EP , EN ) implied(SP , l) ψRsOs
C-SPEX {l ∈ S | ∀e ∈ EP .e |= l} {lˆ | ∧q∈SP∪{l} q |= lˆ} ∧Q∈Rs ¬Q ∧∧Q∈Os\RsQ
D-SPEX {¬l ∈ S | ∀e ∈ EN .e |= l} {lˆ | ∨q∈SP∪{l} q |= lˆ} ∪ {lˆ | lˆ |= ∨q∈SP∪{l} q} ∧Q∈RsQ ∧∧Q∈Os\Rs ¬Q
Table 1. The template functions of the two SPEX variations.
• C-ψRsOs returns the conjunction of: (i) the negations of the lit-
erals in Rs, i.e., l and the literals relaxed to obtain a satisfiable
formula, and (ii) the other literals in S\SN . Literals in SN may
be determined arbitrarily as they do not affect the classification:
SPEX observed positive and negative examples satisfying them.
THEOREM 1. Given D, S, ϕC an unknown conjunctive specifica-
tion over S, and initial positive and negative examples EP and
EN . Let C-SPEX be SPEX with C-init, C-implied, and C-ψRsOs.
C-SPEX is a C-ELE algorithm, i.e., it learns a conjunctive specifi-
cation ϕ over S such that: ∀d.ϕC(d)↔ ϕ(d).
Proof is provided in Appendix A.
D-SPEX This variation implements the operations as follows:
• D-init returns the disjunction over the negations of literals in
S satisfied by all negative examples. This formula implies the
specification ϕC : a negation of a literal not in it is satisfied by a
negative example and thus is not in ϕC .
• D-implied returns the set of literals implied by or implying
the disjunction of SP and the literal l.
• D-ψRsOs returns the conjunction of: (i) the literals inRs, checked
whether they sufficient to satisfy the disjunction, and (ii) the
negations of the literals in S \ SN , which include SP that
contains literals known to be sufficient to satisfy the disjunction.
THEOREM 2. Given D, S, ϕC an unknown disjunctive specifica-
tion over S, and initial positive and negative examples EP and
EN . Let D-SPEX be SPEX with D-init, D-implied, and D-ψRsOs.
D-SPEX is a D-ELE algorithm, i.e., it learns a disjunctive specifi-
cation ϕ over S such that: ∀d.ϕC(d)↔ ϕ(d).
Proof is provided in Appendix A.
4.5 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we present the theorem stating that SPEX asks the
minimal number of questions and characterize when this number is
linear. Proofs are in Appendix A.
THEOREM 3. Given D, a set of literals S of size n, and initial
examples EP and EN . If C-SPEX or D-SPEX present Ω(f(n))
questions for some function f , any C-ELE or D-ELE algorithms
present Ω(f(n)) questions.
THEOREM 4. If at any iteration of C-SPEX or D-SPEX there is a
literal l ∈ S0 such that C-ψRsOs or D-ψRsOs (resp.) are satisfiable,
C-SPEX and D-SPEX complete in a linear number of questions.
Intuitively, if this condition is satisfied, at each invocation of
getMinLiteralNExamples there is a literal l for which the for-
mula ψ{l}S\SN is satisfiable, and thus a single example is generated.
This bounds the number of examples to |S0|, namely linear.
4.5.1 Classes Learned with a Linear Number of Questions
This section focuses on a useful class of predicates: predicates that
pertain only to the binary relative comparison of values x, y, i.e.,
x < y, x ≤ y, x = y, x 6= y. For this class, the conditions of
Theorem 4 are satisfied for C-SPEX, namely it learns with a linear
number of questions.
CLAIM 2. If S consists of binary relative comparison predicates
only, any concept is learned with a linear number of questions.
Intuitively, this holds since at each step C-SPEX picks the points
x, y that are closest. When C-SPEX negates their relation, the only
relations that are affected are the ones pertaining to points equal
to x or y. However, there is only a single possibility to relax these
relations (all have to be negated), which results in a single example
to consider. Proof is provided in Appendix A.
Note that the user need not be aware of this condition nor prove
it– SPEX is self-adaptable and in particular if it is possible to learn
with a linear number of questions, SPEX will discover this during
the execution.
5. Gen-SPEX
In this section, we present the Gen-SPEX algorithm, which en-
ables to learn arbitrarily complex specifications, where positive and
negative examples do not necessarily satisfy the same constraints.
To learn such specifications, Gen-SPEX learns sets of constraints
and joins them at the end with a disjunction, which forms the
desired specification. To enable capturing any specification, Gen-
SPEX does not assume that the initially provided examples (in EP
andEN ) satisfy the same constraints and thus generalizes each sep-
arately. However, it may happen that during the learning, some ex-
amples are discovered as satisfying the same set of constraints.
To guarantee that no set of constraints is missed, Gen-SPEX
learns two sets of constraints, for the positive examples and for the
negative examples. When the sets (combined) cover every example,
it is guaranteed that no set of constraints could have been missed.
This is implemented by Gen-SPEX, described in Section 5.1.
To learn a set of constraints, which is a “sub-concept” added to
the desired concept, Gen-SPEX invokes a slightly modified version
of C-SPEX. The modification is required because C-SPEX learns
a conjunction and thus assumes that every example in the concept
is positive and any other example is negative. However, Gen-SPEX
uses C-SPEX to learn “sub-concepts”, and thus, C-SPEX may no
longer rely on this assumption: positive examples may now be part
of a different “sub-concept”, even though from C-SPEX’s perspec-
tive they should have been classified as negative. As a result, only
negative examples provide a guaranteed classification of literals,
and this leads to two modifications. First, a literal is classified to
SN only if all examples returned by getMinLiteralNExamples
are positive (and not just a single one). Even then, literals in SN
are not literals which are guaranteed to be excluded from the final
formula, but rather literals satisfying that if the literals in S \ SN
are satisfied, then they need not be satisfied (and thus at the end,
when SP = S \SN , they can be ignored). This leads to the second
modification: the formulas ψ (in getMinLiteralNExamples) do
not ignore literals in SN . Further details are in Section 5.2.
The second modification results in over-generalizing examples
belonging to two (or more) sub-concepts. This is because such
examples satisfy the literals of both concepts, and thus when C-
SPEX negates the literals of the first concept, the other concept’s
literals are satisfied, resulting in observing only positive examples
and thus adding these literals to SN . When C-SPEX negates the
literals of the second concept, the literals of the first concept are
satisfied (because the second modification ensures that the literals
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Algorithm 4: Gen-SPEX(S, EP , EN )
1 CP = ∅; CN = ∅
2 for e ∈ EP do
3 if e |= ∨con∈CP con then continue con = C-SPEX(e, EP ,
EN , true)
4 if !overgen(con, e, EP , EN , true) then CP = CP ∪ {con}
5 for e ∈ EN do
6 if e |= ∨con∈CN con then continue con = C-SPEX(e, EN ,
EP , true)
7 if !overgen(con, e, EP , EN , false) then CN = CN ∪ {con}
8 while sat(¬∨con∈CP con ∧ ¬∨con∈CN con) do
9 e = ex(¬∨con∈CP con ∧ ¬∨con∈CN con)
10 if askUser(e, EP , EN ) == pos then
11 con = C-SPEX(e, EP , EN , true)
12 if !overgen(con, e,EP , EN , true) then CP = CP ∪{con}
13 else
14 con = C-SPEX(e, EN , EP , true)
15 if !overgen(con, e,EP ,EN , false) then CN=CN ∪{con}
16 for con′ ∈ CP do
17 if {con′} |= ∨con∈CP \con′{con} then CP =CP \ {con′}
18 return
∨
con∈CP con
in SN are satisfied), and thus the second concept’s literals are
also added to SN . To exclude over-generalizing conjunctions, Gen-
SPEX invokes the overgen operation, described in Section 5.3.
5.1 The Gen-SPEX Algorithm
Gen-SPEX (Algorithm 4) learns two formulas, one that generalizes
the positive examples and the other that generalizes the negative
examples. Each of these formulas is a disjunction over a set of
conjunctions capturing a single region. The conjunctions are over
literals or disjunctions of literals, and they are learned using a
slightly modified version of C-SPEX (described in Section 5.2).
Gen-SPEX maintains the formulas’ set of conjunctions, stored
in CP and CN , which are initially empty. It begins by examining
the initially provided examples in EP and EN and while they con-
tain examples not satisfied by any of the conjunctions in CP or
CN , it invokes C-SPEX, checks if the resulted conjunction is an
over-generalization (using overgen), and if not, adds the conjunc-
tion to CP or CN , respectively (Lines 2–7). We note that since CN
is satisfied by the negative examples, C-SPEX switches the user’s
classifications when generalizing a negative example, and it is in-
voked with EN as EP and EP as EN .
Then, while there is an example not satisfied by any of the
conjunctions, Gen-SPEX obtains such example from the SMT-
solver, asks the user for its classification, invokes C-SPEX, and,
if the resulted conjunction is not an over-generalization, adds the
new conjunction to CP or CN (Lines 8–15).
After the loop terminates, the specification is the disjunction
over the conjunctions in CP . Before returning it, the conjunctions
are cleaned from redundant ones, which are the ones implying the
disjunction of the other conjunctions (Lines 16–17).
5.2 The Modifications to SPEX
In this section, we describe the two modifications to SPEX and
getMinLiteralNExamples.
Modifications to SPEX As discussed at the beginning of this sec-
tion, SPEX is modified to classify literals to SN only if all examples
returned by getMinLiteralNExamples are positive. While liter-
als may be classified to SP when a negative example is observed,
this is an over-strict classification, since it excludes positive exam-
ples that do not satisfy this literal. Though some of these positive
Algorithm 5: overgen(con, e, EP , EN , isPos)
1 sets = {({l | e |= l ∧ con 6|= l}, ∅)}
2 for (Ng,Rs) ∈ sets do
3 if sat(ψNgcon) then
4 if isPos && askUser(ex(ψNgcon), EP , EN ) == neg then
5 return true
6 else if !isPos&&askUser(ex(ψNgcon),EP ,EN )==pos then
7 return true
8 core = unsatCore(ψNgcon) \ (con ∪Rs))
9 sets = sets \ {(Ng,Rs)}
10 sets = sets ∪ {(Ng \ {Q}, Rs ∪ (core \ {Q}) | Q ∈ core}
11 return false
examples may be part of a different sub-concept (and thus will be
covered later), others may be part of this concept, and excluding
them will cause to splitting this sub-concept into two sub-concepts,
which will introduce more questions. To avoid this, Gen-SPEX ex-
cludes only the negative examples by adding to SP a disjunction
for every negative example, defined over the literals in Rs. The
disjunctions exclude the examples since the examples satisfy the
negations of literals in Rs. Additional literals from S cannot be
added to the disjunction because they may be part of the final con-
junction. The code snippet below shows these modifications.
6 for (Rs, eˆ) ∈ Exs do
7 if askUser(eˆ, EP , EN )=isCon? pos: neg then continue
dis =
∨
l′∈Rs l
′
8 SP = SP ∪ {dis} ∪ implied(SP , dis)
9 classified = true
10 if !classified then SN = SN ∪ {l}
Modifications to getMinLiteralNExamples As discussed at the
beginning of this section, getMinLiteralNExamples cannot as-
sume that literals in SN do not affect the examples’ classifications
and thus they are not ignored and ψRsS is used instead of ψ
Rs
S\SN .
5.3 The Overgen Operation
The overgen operation (Algorithm 5) takes a conjunction con,
the example e from which con was generalized, EP and EN ,
and a flag isPos indicating whether e is a positive or a negative
example. It returns true or false to indicate whether con is an
over-generalization of e.
Main Idea If con over-generalizes e, there are (at least) two sub-
concepts containing e and captured by conjunctions that include
con and additional literals. These literals are: (i) satisfied by e, and
(ii) not implied by con. Also, if con is an over-generalization, there
are negative examples satisfying it. Namely, there are examples
satisfying con but not any of the conjunctions of the sub-concepts.
In particular, if there is an example: (i) satisfying con, and (ii) not
satisfying any of the other literals satisfied by e (which are not
implied by con), then such example must be a negative example (or
a positive example if isPos is false) because it does not satisfy any
of the other literals in the sub-concepts’ conjunctions. Thus, such
example can be used to determine whether con over-generalizes: if
the user classifies it as positive (or negative if isPos is false), con
does not over-generalize, and if it is negative, con over-generalizes.
However, due to the dependency, there might not be such ex-
ample, in which case overgen generates all satisfiable formulas
that negate as many literals as possible (which must include a for-
mula that does not satisfy any of the sub-concepts’ conjunctions, if
con over-generalizes). Then, it presents the user the corresponding
examples, and if one of the examples is negative (or positive if is-
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Pos is false), it determines that con over-generalizes; otherwise, it
determines that con does not over-generalize.
Implementation The implementation of overgen resembles the
getMinLiteralNExamples operation only that it begins with
negating all literals and diminishes this set if it is unsatisfiable (in-
stead of beginning with one literal and extending its set). To this
end, it maintains a set of tuples called sets whose tuples consist of:
(i) a set Ng of literals that have to be negated, and (ii) a subset of
Ng, Rs, whose literals cannot be removed from Ng, as they are
examining a certain possibility of relaxation (similarly to the Rs
sets in getMinLiteralNExamples). Initially, sets contains a sin-
gle tuple whose Ng is the set of all tuples satisfied by e and not
implied by con and Rs is the empty set (there are no constraints
yet on which literals cannot be removed). Then, a loop iterates the
tuples in sets. For each tuple in sets, if con and the literals in Ng
are satisfiable, i.e., ψNgcon (in its C-SPEX variation) is satisfiable, an
example is presented to the user, and if it is a negative example
(or a positive example if isPos is false), true is returned to indicate
that con over-generalizes. If ψNgcon is unsatisfiable, then the tuple is
replaced with a set of tuples, each considers a different possibility
to relax Ng, that is removing a literal from the UNSAT core and
obligating the other literals in the UNSAT core to remain in the
relaxed Ng. Similarly to getMinLiteralNExamples, the UN-
SAT core is cleaned from con and Rs, from the same reason that
getMinLiteralNExamples removes SP and Rs from the cores.
The loop terminates after all tuples correspond to satisfiable
formulas, and their examples were classified as positive by the user
(or negative if isPos is false). In this case, it is guaranteed that con
does not over-generalize, and thus false is returned.
5.4 Gen-SPEX Correctness and Guarantees
We next state that Gen-SPEX learns DNF formulas (more precisely,
formulas that are close to DNF and can be easily transformed to
DNFs), and that it learns with a minimal number of questions.
Proofs are provided in Appendix A.
THEOREM 5. GivenD, S,ϕC an unknown DNF specification over
S, and initial positive and negative examples EP and EN . Gen-
SPEX is a DNF-ELE algorithm, i.e., it learns a specification ϕ over
S such that: ∀d.ϕC(d)↔ ϕ(d).
THEOREM 6. Given D, literals S of size n, ϕC an unknown DNF
specification over S, and initial examples EP and EN . If Gen-
SPEX presents Ω(f(n)) questions for some function f , any DNF-
ELE algorithm presents Ω(f(n)) questions.
6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate SPEX on an extension of the example
from Section 2 and on two new applications.
6.1 SPEX Guided Traversal vs. Unguided Traversals
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate the importance of
a guided traversal dependent on the vocabulary size (i.e., the pred-
icates) instead of the domain size. To this end, we show that un-
guided traversals can present an exponential number of questions
(in the number of predicates), even when a linear number suffices.
Unguided Traversals We consider CEGIS [48] and Oracle-Guided
Synthesis [34] that perform unguided traversals:
• Oracle-Guided Synthesis [34] has the same interaction model
as SPEX, where only membership queries are permitted. It be-
gins by finding the set of formulas consistent with the initial
examples, and iteratively prunes the space until only equiva-
lent formulas remain (i.e., the concept formula). To prune the
space, it arbitrarily selects two non-equivalent formulas consis-
SPEX Oracle-Guided [34] CEGIS [48]
p #Q Inc. Avg. Inc. Max Min Avg. Inc. Max Min
18 6 11 12 6.9 7 6
20 8 1 14.2 1.6 17 12 8.1 0.6 9 8
22 10 1 21.9 3.9 30 17 13.7 2.8 14 13
24 12 1 24.7 1.4 27 23 12.6 -0.6 28 10
26 14 1 33.4 4.4 55 25 26 6.7 60 12
28 14 0 32.2 -0.6 51 22 18.1 -4.0 34 12
30 16 1 55.2 11.5 88 36 59.4 20.7 80 43
Table 2. SPEX VS. Oracle-guided Synthesis [34] and CEGIS [48].
tent with the current examples, presents an example that distin-
guishes them, and prunes the space based on the user’s output.
• CEGIS [48] has a different interaction model, where validation
queries may also be presented, i.e., the user may be asked to
confirm the specification. It begins by finding a formula con-
sistent with the initial example, asks the user whether this is the
correct concept, if so it terminates, otherwise it asks the user for
an example eliminating this candidate, and repeats this process.
We compare to this algorithm even though it has a different in-
teraction model to emphasize that even if the algorithm may
present more powerful questions, an unguided traversal may
still result in a exponential number of questions.
We consider the following setting:
• Domain: D = {(x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ 2000, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2000},
• Set of predicates: S0 = Px ∪ Py ∪ {x = y}, where Px =
{400a ≤ x ≤ 400b | 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 5} and Py is identical with
respect to y.
• Concept: C0 = (800 ≤ x ≤ 1200) ∧ (800 ≤ y ≤ 1200).
• Initial (positive) example: (840, 840). There are 18 predicates
in S0 satisfied by this example.
To demonstrate that unguided traversals dramatically increase the
number of questions as the number of predicates increases, in
contrast to SPEX, we consider six steps that modify this setting
by extending S0 and refining C0. The added predicates are of the
form (z ÷ a), which is satisfied if a divides z. The steps are:
1. S1 = S0 ∪ {(x÷ 2), (y ÷ 2)} and C1 = C0.
2. S2 = S1 ∪ {(x÷ 3), (y ÷ 3)} and C2 = C1 ∧ (x÷ 3) ∧ (y ÷ 3).
3. S3 = S2 ∪ {(x÷ 4), (y ÷ 4)} and C3 = C2 ∧ (x÷ 4) ∧ (y ÷ 4).
4. S4 = S3 ∪ {(x÷ 5), (y ÷ 5)} and C4 = C3 ∧ (x÷ 5) ∧ (y ÷ 5).
5. S5 = S4 ∪ {(x÷ 6), (y ÷ 6)} and C5 = C4 ∧ (x÷ 6) ∧ (y ÷ 6).
6. S6 = S5 ∪ {(x÷ 7), (y ÷ 7)} and C6 = C5 ∧ (x÷ 7) ∧ (y ÷ 7).
All new predicates are satisfied by the initial example, namely
each step increases the number of satisfied predicates by two.
We ran SPEX and the algorithms of [34] and [48] on this
benchmark and counted the number of questions. For the unguided
traversals, which are non-deterministic, we ran 10 experiments and
computed the average, maximum, and minimum number of ques-
tions. We also computed the increase factor of two consecutive
steps, which is the ratio between the increase in the number of
questions and the increase in the number of predicates, that is:
Inc = (qj − qj−1)/(pj − pj−1), where qj is the number of ques-
tions at step j and pj is the number of predicates satisfied by the
initial example at step j.
Table 2 shows the number of questions presented by the algo-
rithms at each step and the increase factor (computed on the average
number of questions). The table shows that as p increases (i.e., there
are more consistent concepts to consider), SPEX increases its num-
ber of questions linearly in p (demonstrated by the column Inc.).
Moreover, it never introduces more than p/2 questions. However,
it is not the case for unguided traversals: the number of questions
presented by the algorithm of [34] increases drastically and incon-
sistently. This is also true for CEGIS, though at the first steps it
enjoys the advantage of being able to ask validation queries.
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Figure 4. Head and Shoulders.
6.2 Technical Analysis Patterns
Technical analysis, used for trading assets such as stocks, futures,
and commodities, tries to predict future price movement based on:
(i) past price changes, often visualized in charts (functions mapping
a finite set of consecutive dates to their corresponding prices), and
(ii) special forms known as patterns. The occurrence of a pattern in
a chart is used as a predictor of future price trends. For example,
the head and shoulders pattern in Fig. 4 predicts price decline.
Patterns are mainly characterized by the relation between the price
points and learning them can be viewed as learning conjunctive
specification from examples (where charts serve as examples).
We employed C-SPEX to learn patterns from charts. The pat-
terns are captured via conjunctive formulas over the less-than pred-
icates, defined over the extreme points of the charts. For example,
the head and shoulders pattern is defined over 7 extreme points
(marked in red rectangles in Fig. 4), denoted by p0, ..., p6, where
p0 is the price at the earliest time point, and p6 is the price at the
latest, and is defined as follows:
ϕHS=p0<p1 ∧ p2<p1 ∧ p1<p3 ∧ p5<p3 ∧ p4<p5 ∧ p6<p5
C-SPEX enabled us to design a synthesizer that learns the pattern
using C-SPEX and then synthesizes a program in AFL, which
is the DSL of AmiBroker [4], a popular trading platform. Once
the pattern has been learned, the details of the AFL synthesis are
straightforward and beyond the scope of this paper.
We next formally define the problem of learning these patterns.
DEFINITION 5 (ELE in Technical Analysis Patterns). Given a
pattern Pˆ and a chart CPˆ of size n following Pˆ , ELE in technical
analysis patterns is the following C-ELE:
• The domain is charts of size n:DPˆ={(p0, ..., pn−1) | pi ∈ R}.• The predicates are SPˆ = {pi<pj ,¬(pi<pj) | 0 ≤ i, j < n}.• The conjunctive specificationψPˆ is satisfied byC′ iffC′ follows
the pattern Pˆ .
• EP = {CPˆ }, EN = ∅.
The predicates used for technical analysis satisfy Claim 2 and
thus C-SPEX learns the concept with a linear number of questions.
Evaluation We evaluate C-SPEX on common technical analysis
patterns [12]. We selected six patterns that span the space of com-
mon patterns. Though patterns are subjective and analysts define
their own patterns, we believe that identifying these patterns suc-
cessfully shows the effectiveness of C-SPEX in learning patterns.
Experiments We conducted several experiments. In each we fixed
a pattern Pˆ , a positive example CPˆ , and a goal formula ψ. We then
let C-SPEX learn ψ interactively and counted the number of ques-
tions presented. Since patterns are subjective and definitions vary
among analysts, for each pattern we varied the goal formulasψ over
different definitions (described in Appendix B). The definitions are
not inherently different, but rather differ in their strictness – some
include more constraints (predicates) than the others. In the exper-
CSPEX Oracle Guided
Pattern |S0| Def. |SP | Num Avg. Max Min
Head and
Shoulders
42
(1) 6 18 44.4 57 38
(2) 10 18 54.8 61 43
(3) 10 17 61.1 88 43
(4) 7 14 50.6 71 40
(5) 6 12 58.4 77 37
Cup with
Handle
30
(1) 5 12 38.3 48 27
(2) 6 12 43.6 57 33
(3) 7 13 35.1 41 28
(4) 7 13 36.4 41 32
(5) 5 10 38.6 45 22
Two Tops 20
(1) 6 9 19.4 20 18
(2) 6 9 18.3 20 16
(3) 6 7 18.7 19 17
(4) 4 6 17 17 17
Symmetrical
Triangle
42
(1) 7 16 71.4 76 62
(2) 7 14 66.5 78 37
Flag 42
(1) 7 17 64 89 52
(2) 6 16 54.3 90 43
Rectangle 20
(1) 6 8 27.4 28 25
(2) 6 8 25.2 27 22
Table 3. C-SPEX Results. Number of questions presented by C-
SPEX vs. average, maximal, and minimal number of questions
presented by the Oracle-guided approach.
iments, definition (i) is less strict than definition of (j) for i < j,
i.e., definition (j) contains all the predicates of (i) and more.
Results Table 3 shows the results. The columns are: the pattern
name (Pattern), the total number of predicates (|S0|); the defini-
tion used (Def.); the number of predicates in the learned formula
(|SP |); and the number of questions presented to the user (#Q).
We also compare to the unguided traversal of [34] that employs
the same interaction model as SPEX. As this is a non-deterministic
algorithm, we ran 10 experiments and we report the average, max-
imum, and minimum number of questions. The results show that
C-SPEX drastically reduces the number of questions presented, and
by up to 5 times compared to the alternative. We also measured the
time taken to complete, however, since all times are in milliseconds
and thus negligible, we provide them in the appendix (Appendix C),
and here provide a summary of these results. The results show that
the time to generate the next question in both algorithms is always
less than 700 milliseconds, and on average around 180 millisec-
onds in C-SPEX and 100 in the oracle-guided algorithm. C-SPEX
requires more time to generate questions, however the differences
in times are not observable for human users, as the overall time is
in milliseconds. The table also shows that the number of questions
is correlated to the number of irrelevant predicates, namely stricter
definitions require fewer questions than relaxed definitions.
6.3 Commutative Data Structure Operations
We employed Gen-SPEX for learning commutative specifications
of data structures, an important task in concurrency (e.g., [18, 31,
35]). A recent work [23] shows how to learn commutative specifi-
cation by type-aware sampling over the operations’ parameters and
the data structure states. The sampled parameters and data structure
states are submitted to the program (which serves as an oracle) to
determine whether the operations commute. Though this work was
shown to be practical and correct for various data structures, there
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is no guarantee that all non-commutative executions are sampled,
and thus the formula may be unsound. This may occur since this
approach has no control over the output part of the input-output ex-
amples. To avoid such cases, their evaluation reports that at least
5000 samples are used for every specification. As we next show,
Gen-SPEX enables to carefully select the generated examples to
both guarantee that no execution is missed with a minimal number
of questions (on most tested scenarios this number is less than 10).
We next explain the task of learning commutative specifications
with the example of sets.
Sets A set stores unique elements and supports the standard op-
erations insert(e), remove(e), and contains(e). The oper-
ations return a flag rete indicating whether they were successful:
insert(e) succeeds if e was not in the set and was thus inserted,
remove(e) succeeds if e was in the set and was thus removed, and
contains(e) succeeds if e is in the set.
Commutative Specifications A commutative specification of two
operations is a formula satisfied when the two operations commute,
i.e., when the resulted set and their return values are identical
regardless of the order of the operations. For insert(e1) and
insert(e2), if e1 6= e2, then the insertions do not affect each
other and thus commute. If e1 = e2 then they commute only if their
element was already in the set and none of them inserted. Namely,
their commutative specification is:
ϕinsert(e1),insert(e2) = (e1 6= e2) ∨ (¬rete1 ∧ ¬rete2)
DNF-ELE of Commutative Specifications ELE of commutative
specifications gets as input two formulas capturing the operations’
behaviour and defined over (i) the data structure before the opera-
tion, (ii) the data structure after the operation, (iii) the operation’s
parameters, and (iv) the return value. For example, insert(e) is
captured by the following formula:
ϕinsert(ds, ds
′, e, ret) = (e ∈ ds⇒ ds′ = ds ∪ {e} ∧ ret)
∧(e /∈ ds⇒ ds′ = ds ∧ ¬ret)
The data structures (i.e., ds, ds′ in the formula above) are captured
using functions. For example, for ds which is a set, it is defined
by the function Q : Elem → {0, 1}, Q(e) = 1 iff e is in the set,
which can be encoded as a formula. We next formalize the task of
learning commutative specifications formally.
DEFINITION 6 (Commutative Specifications ELE). Given
two operations’ formulas, ϕop1(ds, ds
′, e11, ..., e
1
k, ret1) and
ϕop2(ds, ds
′, e21, ..., e
2
m, ret2), capturing the operation be-
haviours and defined over: (i) ds and ds′: the state of the data
structure before and after the operation (resp.), (ii) e1, ..., ek:
the parameters, and (iii) ret: the return value, commutative
specifications ELE is defined as follows:
• The domain is the set of feasible executions consisting of a sin-
gle invocation of each operation. Each execution is captured by
a tuple consisting of: (i) ds, ds′, ds′′: the state of the data struc-
ture before the operations, after the first executed operation,
and after the second executed operation (resp.), (ii) e11, ..., e
1
k
and e21, ..., e
2
k: the parameters of the operations, and (iii) ret1
and ret2: the return values of the operations. Formally,
D = {(ds, ds′, ds′′, e11, ..., e1k, e21, ..., e2m, ret1, ret2) |
[ϕop1(ds, ds
′, e11, ..., e
1
k, ret1)∧
ϕop2(ds
′, ds′′, e21, ..., e
2
m, ret2)]∨
[ϕop2(ds, ds
′, e21, ..., e
2
m, ret2)∧
ϕop1(ds
′, ds′′, e11, ..., e
1
k, ret1)]}
• The set of predicates S contains the pairwise relative compar-
isons over <,= of all numeric values (elements and return val-
ues) and the two states of boolean values (return values).
DS Op1 Op2 pos neg Q |S0| |SP | Time
Set Con Con 1 0 6 4 0 49
Set Con Add 2 1 10 12 2 236
Set Con Rem 2 1 11 12 2 224
Set Con Size 1 0 5 3 0 31
Set Add Add 2 2 9 16 3 403
Set Add Rem 1 1 9 8 1 243
Set Add Size 1 1 6 6 1 113
Set Rem Rem 2 2 9 16 3 376
Set Rem Size 1 1 6 6 1 109
Set Size Size 1 0 1 2 0 8
Queue Top Top 1 0 1 2 0 13
Queue Top Push 1 1 3 4 1 75
Queue Top Pop 1 1 3 4 1 77
Queue Top Size 1 0 3 2 0 20
Queue Push Push 1 1 3 4 1 153
Queue Push Pop 0 1 3 2 0 118
Queue Push Size 0 1 3 2 0 36
Queue Pop Pop 1 1 3 4 1 130
Queue Pop Size 1 1 3 4 1 68
Queue Size Size 1 0 1 2 0 9
Reg Get Get 1 0 1 2 0 8
Reg Get Set 1 2 4 18 2 405
Reg Set Set 1 3 20 48 3 6s
Map Get Get 1 0 31 12 0 451
Map Put Get 2 1 154 60 2 17s
Map Put Put 2 3 842 150 4 9m
Table 4. Gen-SPEX Evaluation Results.
• A feasible execution is a positive example if it is commutative,
captured by satisfying the formula ψcomm:
ψcomm = (ϕop1(ds, ds
′
1, e
1
1, ..., e
1
k, ret1)∧
ϕop2(ds
′
1, ds
′′, e21, ..., e
2
m, ret2))⇒
(ϕop2(ds, ds
′
2, e
2
1, ..., e
2
m, ret2)∧
ϕop1(ds
′
2, ds
′′, e11, ..., e
1
k, ret1))
• EP and EN are sets of feasible executions. We set both to be
empty, and let Gen-SPEX discover the required examples.
Evaluation We evaluated Gen-SPEX on commutative specifica-
tions of four common data structures: set, map, queue, and max
register, with their standard operations:
• Set: contains(k), add(k), remove(k), and size().
• Map: get(k) and put(k,v), both return the value at position
k (current or former), or 0 if k was not set before.
• Queue: top(), push(k), pop(), and size(), where top does
not affect the queue and push does not return any value.
• Max register: get() and set(k) where set updates the regis-
ter only if k is greater than its current value.
For each, we learned the specification of every pair of operations.
Results Table 4 shows the results. The columns are the data struc-
ture (DS), the operations used (Op1,Op2), the number of positive
(pos) and negative examples (neg) SPEX used for generalizing to
conjunctions (it does not include the examples it discovered while
learning in C-SPEX, these examples are presented by the next col-
umn), the number of questions (Q), the total number of literals
(|S0|), the number of literals in the learned formula (|SP |), and
the time Gen-SPEX ran in milliseconds, unless followed by s or m
to indicate that time is in seconds or minutes.
Table 4 shows that Gen-SPEX completes fast when the initial
number of literals is small. Also, even when there are many depen-
dencies, the number of questions is significantly lower compared
to previous work [23] that required for the very least 5000 ex-
amples. Lastly, the specifications that have no negative behaviours
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(i.e., the ones that do not modify the data structure) complete after
Gen-SPEX observed a single (positive) example: for this example
it learned the formula true, determined that true is not an over-
generalization, and completed.
7. Related Work
In this section we discuss work that is most closely related to ours.
Learning Exact Specifications from Examples Oracle-Guided
Synthesis [34] is the closest setting to learning exact specifications.
In this work, the space of programs (in our setting, specifications)
is examined by iteratively searching for two programs with a distin-
guishing input, asking the user for its outputs, and pruning incon-
sistent programs, until converging to semantically-equivalent pro-
grams. Unfortunately, this may require an exponential number of
questions. The reason is that while ideally every question prunes
half of the space, this occurs only when the observed examples im-
ply the classification of some predicate. To address this issue, the
authors of [34] suggest users to begin with a small number of com-
ponents (i.e., predicates) and gradually extend it until the resulting
programs (specifications) capture their intent. Unfortunately, this
requires users to validate the programs, which is undesirable and
contradicts the premise of our work. Another work that learns ex-
act specification is CEGIS [48], however it assumes that the user is
expert and can read the synthesized solution, confirm if it is correct
or provide an example to eliminate this solution. Even though it
can enjoy more powerful questions, it may present an exponential
number of questions, as the examples the user provide may lead to
pruning only a few hypotheses from the hypothesis space.
Program Synthesis The interest in program synthesis has grown
dramatically over the years, and especially in the setting of syn-
thesis from examples (e.g., [2, 8, 16, 20, 26–28, 30, 36–38, 41,
42, 45, 46, 53, 54]). However, these works focus on synthesizing
programs consistent with the provided examples, and do not neces-
sarily capture the user intent. Naturally, this implies that the com-
plexity analysis of all these algorithms is dependent on the num-
ber of provided examples, which enables them to be polynomial or
even linear. However, the task of guaranteeing exactness is more
complex as we need to also reason about examples which were not
given as input. Such examples may trigger questions by SPEX, and
thus the asymptotic complexity worsens. A different line of synthe-
sis work (i.e., constrained-based) guarantees exactness but requires
the user to provide the specification (e.g., [3, 10, 47, 49]). Unfortu-
nately, this is known to be complex and error-prone.
Relationship with Learning Exact learning from examples (ELE)
is closely related to query learning [6], which learns functions over
input variables. Query learning is close but not identical, since ELE
learns boolean functions over arbitrary predicates, which to the
best of our knowledge is not the setting of query learning in any
of its forms (e.g., DNF over inputs, automata, polynomials).
In the context of query learning, various results have been
obtained for different interaction models. In particular, there has
been a lot of work on query learning with equivalence queries
(e.g., [1, 9]) that ask the user to validate the formula correctness
(in addition to membership tests that ask users to classify selected
inputs), and are not allowed in ELE. Works that do not use equiva-
lence queries typically do not guarantee exact learning (e.g., [50]).
When the shape of the hypothesis space is restricted to com-
binations of independent monomials, classical results due to Gold-
man and Kearns [25] provide lower-bounds on the required number
of questions, and define the notion of a teaching dimension. Intu-
itively, “the teaching dimension of a concept class is the minimum
number of examples a teacher must reveal to uniquely identify any
concept in the class” [25]. In this paper, we show how to obtain
similar results for hypothesis spaces of formulas over first-order
predicates. We generalize the results obtained for monomials [25]
by providing algorithms that are guaranteed to ask the minimal
number of questions, even when there are dependencies between
predicates. The beauty of our algorithms is that they do not require
the user to understand the dependencies between predicates, and
instead rely on the computation of minimal unsat cores during the
algorithm. This allows us to guarantee convergence with a minimal
number of questions. We are not aware of prior work which can
address this problem. Thus, we believe our work is a contribution
to query learning as well.
Specifically, for the concept class of conjunctions over mono-
mials, it is known ([25, Theorem 12]) that the teaching dimension
is linear in the number of examples. This theorem, and the cor-
responding simple algorithm, do not work for formulas over first-
order predicates due to potential correlations between predicates.
The C-SPEX algorithm of Section 4 obtains similar results for the
more general case of first-order predicates (see Theorem 4). As can
be seen in Section 6.2, this has immediate practical implications,
as the algorithm using monomials is not applicable, and the pre-
viously known oracle-guided algorithm asks a significantly larger
number of questions. The results we obtain for DNF formulas over
first-order predicates (Theorem 6) similarly generalize their results
for DNF formulas over monomials. The results we obtain for DNF
are of direct practical value as can be seen in Section 6.3 where
our approach learns the exact specification with significantly fewer
queries compared to the previous non-exact approach.
Learning Specifications The task of learning specifications from
a given program was studied using both static and dynamic tech-
niques (e.g., [19, 22, 24, 29, 40, 43, 44]). The setting where a pro-
gram is provided is inherently different from ours.
Concept Learning SPEX is inspired by concept learning [39],
which is the task of learning a concept from classified examples,
where concepts are drawn from a hypothesis space (known as ver-
sion space). SPEX is a novel algorithm for exact learning, generat-
ing examples such that convergence to a single hypothesis is guar-
anteed with a minimal number of examples.
Stream Pattern Detection Many trading software platforms pro-
vide DSLs for traders (e.g., MetaTrader, MetaStock, NinjaTrader)
and further DSLs exists, e.g., CPL [5], a Haskell-based high-
level language designed for chart pattern queries and enabling
fuzzy constraints and pattern composition. However, all require
users to program, including programming (and thus understanding)
the patterns’ mathematical specification. Other languages support
queries for streams, e.g., SASE [52] for RFID streams, Cayuga [11]
for detecting complex patterns, SPL [32], IBM’s stream process-
ing language, StreamInsight [14], Microsoft’s stream processing
language, and ActiveSheets [51] processing streams from within
spreadsheets. However, all require users to mathematically express
the detection condition and program the detector.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we explored exact learning with a minimal number
of examples for specifications over first-order predicates. Learning
specifications over first-order predicates is practically important,
especially for programming by examples. Learning with a minimal
number of examples is important for reducing end user effort.
We show that in this setting, classical results on monomials can-
not be used, due to the potential correlations between predicates.
We therefore present an interactive learning algorithm SPEX that is
guaranteed to ask the user a minimal number of questions, without
making a priori assumptions on the relationships between predi-
cates. We present several variations of SPEX that can be applied to
conjunctive, disjunctive, and DNF specifications. We further show
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that for certain predicate classes C-SPEX is guaranteed to ask a
number of questions that is linear in the number of predicates.
We have implemented SPEX and applied it to two different ap-
plication domains: pattern detection for technical analysts and data
structure properties. Experimental results show that our synthesizer
learns the exact hypothesis while presenting dramatically fewer
questions than previous work.
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A. Proofs
A.1 Section 3
Claim 1 Proof Let A be an CELE algorithm, D = {(x0, ..., xk) |
∀i.xi ∈ {0, 1}}, S = {(x0 ∨ xj), (x0 ∨ ¬xj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k}, and
the target formula ϕC =
∧
1≤i≤k(x0 ∨ li) where li ∈ {xi,¬xi}
are defined later. Assume EP = EN = ∅. Examples in which
x0 = 1 are positive and do not eliminate any predicate from S,
thus assume A does not present such examples (this only helps A
to avoid uninformative questions). We prove that there is a selection
of li for which the first 2k−1−1 examples, d0, ..., d2n−1−1, are all
negative and neither enables to infer which predicates are in ϕC .
Base: let d0 be an example (in which x0 = 0). AssumeA infers
some classification:
• If A infers x0 ∨ xi is in ϕC (for some i), then we set li = ¬xi
and for some j 6= i we set lj = xj if d0 |= ¬xj or lj = ¬xj ,
otherwise. Namely, A inferred incorrectly.
• If A infers x0 ∨¬xi is in ϕC , we set li = xi and get contradic-
tion similarly.
• If A infers that x0 ∨ xi is not in ϕC , we set li = xi and get
contradiction similarly.
• If A infers that x0 ∨ ¬xi is not in ϕC , we set li = ¬xi and get
contradiction similarly.
Step: Assume that the d0, ..., dm−1 (m ≤ 2k−1 − 1) are
classified as negative and no predicate was classified as belong or
not belong to ϕC . Assume A infers some classification using the
example dm (in which x0 = 0):
• If A infers x0 ∨xi is in ϕC (for some i): There are 2k−1 exam-
ples in which xi is 1, however there are 2k−1 + 1 unclassified
examples (in which x0 = 0) since m ≤ 2k−1 − 1. Thus, there
exists an example d in which x0 = xi = 0, such that d 6= dj
for all 0 ≤ j ≤ m. We set li = xi if d |= xi and li = ¬xi,
otherwise. For every 0 ≤ j ≤ m, dj is indeed negative, i.e.,
dj 6|= ϕC , since d 6= dj and thus for some i′ xdi′ 6= xdji′ . How-
ever, A inferred incorrectly because li = ¬xi.
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• If A infers x0 ∨ ¬xi ∈ ϕC , there is d in which xi = 1 and we
contradict A similarly.
• If A infers x0 ∨ xi /∈ ϕC , there is d in which xi = 1 and we
contradict A similarly.
• If A infers x0 ∨ ¬xi /∈ ϕC , there is d in which xi = 0 and we
contradict A similarly.
A.2 Section 4
Theorem 1 Proof We prove in induction that during the execution
of C-SPEX,
∧
l∈S\SN l |= ϕC |=
∧
l∈SP l and since at the end of
the execution S \ SN = SP and ϕ = ∧l∈S\SN l, it follows that
ϕ ≡ ϕC .
Base: initially, SP = SN = ∅, and thus we show S |= ϕC |= ∅.
S contains all predicates satisfied by all examples in EP and since
ϕC contains literals from the initial literals, if we assume that
S 6|= ϕC , then there is a literal l in ϕC not in S. This means that
there is e ∈ EP not satisfying l, and thus not satisfying ϕC , in
contradiction to the fact that e ∈ EP .
Step: We assume S \SN |= ϕC |= SP and show that updates to
SP or SN preserve these implications. Let l be a literal classified.
We split to cases:
• If l is classified to SN then it must because an example e was
generated in which l is negated and e was classified positive.
In this case, we show S \ (SN ∪ {l}) |= ϕC (as SP does not
change, and from the induction hypothesis it continues to hold
ϕC |= SP ). To show S \ (SN ∪ {l}) |= ϕC , it suffices to show
that l /∈ ϕC . Assume in contradiction l ∈ ϕC , then since e is
positive, e |= ϕC , however e |= ¬l – contradiction.
• If l is classified to SP and it was classified following another
literal l′ was added to SP and SP ∪ {l′} |= l, then SP ≡
SP ∪ {l} and thus ϕC |= SP ∪ {l}.
• If l is classified to SP following a set of examples all classified
negative. We show l ∈ ϕC and thus conclude ϕC |= SP ∪ {l}.
Assume in contradiction l /∈ ϕC . Every example was classified
negative, and thus for each example e either l is in ϕC or one of
the other literals ofRse is in ϕC (otherwise the example should
have been classified as positive, since the rest of the predicates
of ϕC are in S \ SN , since S \ SN |= ϕC ). Assume that when
examining l and extracting the ith UNSAT core, the result was
{¬l, li1, ..., lik} (note that ¬l must be in the UNSAT core, since
S is satisfiable and l1, ...lk ∈ S), namely li1 ∧ ... ∧ lik |= l. If
li1, ..., l
i
k ∈ ϕC , then ϕC |= l which is equivalent to saying that
l is in ϕC , in contradiction to our assumption. Thus, in each
iteration of extracting the UNSAT core, one of the literals is
not in ϕC , denote it by Qi. However, in this case the example
satisfying
∧
i ¬Qi ∧ ¬l ∧
∧
l′∈S\(SN∪{l,Q1,...,Qm}) l
′ must
be a positive example since it satisfies all the literals in ϕC .
However, this example was classified as negative, and thus our
assumption is contradicted again and l must be in ϕC .
Theorem 2 Proof Dual to the previous proof.
Theorem 3 Proof We prove the theorem for the C-SPEX, the proof
for D-SPEX is similar. Let A be an CELE algorithm, D a domain,
S predicates over D of size n, an unknown target formula ϕC , EP
and EN sets of positive and negative examples, and a literal l ∈ S.
We prove the following claim:
CLAIM 3. To determine l’s classification (i.e., in or not in ϕC ) at
some moment during the execution, where:
• SP contains all literals already known to be part of ϕC , i.e., for
all Q ∈ SP , all positive examples satisfy Q.
• SN contains all literals already known not to be in ϕC , i.e.,
for all Q ∈ SN , there exist a positive example e′ not satisfying
it (equivalently, all positive examples satisfy every predicate in
S \ SN ).
A must either have:
• A (new) positive example el not satisfying l, in which case l is
classified to SN (as l is not in ϕC if el is positive), or
• All (new) negative examples, el1, ..., elk, satisfying:
el1, ..., e
l
k |= SP ,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, eli 6|= l,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Seli is minimal, where Seli = {Q ∈
S \ SN | eli 6|= Q} (i.e., every subset S′ of Seli does not
have an example satisfying ¬l and the predicates in S \S′),
and
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, Seli 6= Selj ,
in which case l is classified to SP .
Using this claim, the theorem is proven as follows: SPEX presents
for every l the examples el1, ..., elk as described in the claim (up
to the property that they are negative, which is known only after
the user classifies them), and may only stop if one of them is
classified as positive. Namely, these examples consist the superset
of the examples SPEX presents to classify l. Thus, and since every
literal in S is potentially in ϕC (more precisely, S0 of Line 1 in
Algorithm 2), this claim implies that A requires at least as many
examples as SPEX, namely SPEX presents a minimal number of
questions. Note that if an example e is required for the classification
of two literals l1 and l2, then it is counted only once since if e was
classified as positive, both l1 and l2 are classified as not belonging
to ϕC (in which case e is not presented again), and otherwise e
is stored in EN and will not be presented to the user again. We
note that if l is not in ϕC , SPEX presents in the worst case all
examples (if all but elk are negative examples), and thus it may be
that occasionally A “gets lucky” and asks fewer questions (e.g., if
its first question is elk, A need not present e
l
1, ..., e
l
k−1), however,
up to the order of el1, ..., elk, A asks as many questions (examples)
as SPEX.
Proof of the Claim. Let SP and SN be the sets as described
in the claim during some point of the execution, and let e1, ..., et
be the positive examples observed and e′1, ..., e′t′ be the negative
example observed. Assume that A classifies l. We split to cases:
• if l is classified to SN : we show that A must have at least
one positive example not satisfying l. Suppose otherwise, then
we show that there is a specification ϕC containing l which
is consistent with the previous examples’ classifications and
the previous predicates’ classifications, and this contradicts A’s
classification of l. Assume that A does not have a positive
example not satisfying l, namely all other positive examples
e1, ..., et satisfy l. We set ϕC =
∧
Q∈S:e1|=Q∧...∧et|=QQ. ϕC
is consistent with the examples:
By construction all positive examples satisfy ϕC .
Every negative example e′ does not satisfyϕC : suppose oth-
erwise and suppose that there is another specification ϕ′C
consistent with the classification of all the observed exam-
ples. For every two positive examples, literals that are satis-
fied by one but not by the other cannot be in ϕ′C (because
otherwise one of them will not be a positive example). Thus,
e′ cannot be a negative example because of one of the liter-
als satisfied by one of the positive examples but not by an-
other positive example, and there must be a predicate in ϕ′C
satisfied by all positive examples but not by e′, however in
this case this predicate is also in ϕC , i.e., e′ 6|= ϕC .
ϕC is consistent with the literals:
From SP definition, every positive example satisfies all
literals in SP , and thus every such literal in SP is also in
ϕC , as required.
Every literal in SN has a positive example not satisfying it,
and thus by construction it is not in ϕC , as required.
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However, l is in ϕC (all positive examples satisfy it), namely A
classified l incorrectly.
• if l is classified to SP : we show that A must have all k examples
described in the claim to classify l to SP . Assume that A has
fewer examples than k, and without loss of generality, assume
A does not have example elk. Namely, the positive and negative
examples e1, ..., et and e′1, ..., e′t′ do not include e
l
k (and any
other example equivalent to elk with respect to S). We show
that elk can be a positive example (i.e., e
l
k |= ϕC ), without
changing previous classifications of examples or literals and
since elk 6|= R, it implies that l is not in ϕC which contradicts
A’s classification of l. We set: ϕC =
∧
Q∈(S\SN )\Sel
k
Q. ϕC is
consistent with the examples:
All previous positive examples satisfy ϕC : follows because
every positive example satisfies all literals in S \ SN and
ϕC contains only predicates from S \ SN .
Every negative example e′ does not satisfy ϕC : suppose
e′ |= ϕC and suppose that there is another specification
ϕ′C consistent with the classification of all the observed ex-
amples. For every two positive examples, literals that are
satisfied by one but not by the other cannot be in ϕ′C (be-
cause otherwise one of them will not be a positive example).
Thus, e′ cannot be a negative example because of one of the
literals satisfied by one of the positive examples but not by
another positive example, and there must be a literal in ϕ′C
satisfied by all positive examples but not by e′, namely this
literal is in S \ SN . Consider all such literals in S \ SN
that are not satisfied by e′. If all of them are in Sel
k
, then
Se′ = Sel
k
, and e′ ≡ elk in contradiction to our assumption
that A has not observed such example. Thus, there is a pred-
icate Q ∈ Se′ \ SeR
k
which is also in ϕ′C . However in this
case this predicate is also in ϕC , i.e., e′ 6|= ϕC .
elk |= ϕC : since for every Q ∈ ϕC , Q /∈ Sel
k
and thus
elk |= Q.
ϕC is consistent with the literals:
For all Q ∈ SP , Q is in ϕC : follows since SP ⊆ S \ SN
and since elk |= SP and thus Sel
k
∩ SP = ∅.
For all Q ∈ SN , Q is not in ϕC : follows by construction.
However, l is not in ϕC (because it is not yet in SP and it
belongs to Sel
k
), and thus A classified l incorrectly.
Theorem 4 Proof. Given this condition, every iteration of Algo-
rithm 3 is guaranteed to find a literal l for which sets consists of
a single set, which implies that Algorithm 3 returns one example
to classify l, and this is true for every iteration of SPEX. This fol-
lows since if the initial set in sets, which contains ¬l (for C-SPEX)
or l (for D-SPEX), is satisfiable, then Algorithm 3 completes (and
returns the corresponding example), and otherwise if sets is unsat-
isfiable, then this condition implies that all UNSAT cores contain
exactly one predicate (excluding l and the predicates from SP ) and
thus |sets| does not contain more than one set at any point.
Claim 2 Proof. First, note that at every iteration, SP is satisfiable
(since all positive examples satisfy it). Also, every literal in S \SN
is not implied from SP because otherwise it would have been
removed by the implied operation. Thus,
∧
Q∈SP Q ∧ {¬l} is
satisfiable. At each iteration of C-SPEX, we can pick the literal l
in S \ (SN ∪ SP ) pertaining to x, y minimizing |x − y| (if there
are several, we pick any). The negation of l may only require the
negation of all literals over x, z of values z satisfying SP |= (y =
z) and literals over y, w of w satisfying SP |= (x = w). For any
other value t, if t is not between x, y then literals pertaining to t are
oblivious to negation of l, and if t is between x, y then predicates
pertaining to t and any value between x, y (including x, y) were
already classified, either to SP and thus can be classified along
with ¬l, or to SN and thus need not be satisfied. Thus, overall the
formulas in this claim are satisfiable.
A.3 Section 5
Theorem 5 Proof We prove in induction that during the execution
of Gen-SPEX,
∨
l∈CP l |= ϕC |= ¬[
∨
l∈CN l] and since at the end
of the execution = SP and
∨
l∈CP l ≡ ¬[
∨
l∈CN l], it follows that∨
l∈CP l ≡ ϕC .
Base: initially, CP = CN = ∅, and thus we have to show
false |= ϕC |= ¬[false], which clearly holds.
Step: We assume
∨
l∈CP l |= ϕC |= ¬[
∨
l∈CN l] and show
that updates to CP or CN preserve these implications. To this end,
we rely on two claims: (i) if given an example e which belongs
to exactly a single sub-concept, the modified C-SPEX learns a
conjunction which is not an over-generalization, and (ii) if given an
example e which belongs to more than one sub-concept, overgen
detects this, and thus Gen-SPEX does not add its conjunction to
CP or CN . Given the two claims, it follows that at each iteration, if
the example submitted to C-SPEX is positive, then its conjunction
is satisfied only by positive examples, and thus extending CP
preserves
∨
l∈CP l |= ϕC , and similarly if the example is negative,
then its conjunction is satisfied only by negative examples, and thus
extending CN preserves ϕC |= ¬[∨l∈CN l]. We next prove the
claims.
CLAIM 4. If an example e belongs to exactly a single sub-concept,
the modified C-SPEX learns a conjunction which is not an over-
generalization.
Proof. To prove that its learned conjunction is not an over-
generalization, we prove that it is not satisfied by any negative ex-
ample (because a conjunction is an over-generalization only if it is
satisfied by a negative example). If e belongs to exactly a single
sub-concept, captured by a conjunction c, then it satisfies all the
conjunction’s constraints, and for each other sub-concept it has at
least one constraint which e does not satisfy. Let c′ be the conjunc-
tion learned by C-SPEX. We prove that every example that satisfies
c′ either satisfies c or is a positive example satisfying a different
sub-concept. Let l be a literal in c. Modified C-SPEX classifies l ei-
ther by generating examples for l or if detecting that l is implied by
the learned conjunction. In the latter case, c satisfies l, and thus l is
added to SP and the claim holds. We thus focus on the case where
C-SPEX generates examples to classify l. If l can be classified us-
ing a single example el, then el satisfies all constraints e satisfies,
except for l whose negation is satisfied. Since l is part of c, el does
not satisfy this sub-concept. Also, since for any other sub-concept
e does not satisfy at least one constraint, el also does not satisfy at
least one constraint, too, and thus el does not belong to any of the
other sub-concepts. Thus, el is classified as a negative example (or
positive, in case C-SPEX is given a negative example to general-
ize), and l is classified to SP . Otherwise, if l cannot be classified
with a single example, namely it has multiple examples e1l , ..., e
k
l ,
each satisfies the negation of l. For every negative example (or pos-
itive, in case C-SPEX is given a negative example to generalize),
a disjunction eliminating it is added to SP . Note that the all these
disjunctions contain l and thus all positive examples of this sub-
concept satisfy these disjunctions. Further note that adding the dis-
junctions enables at most the positive examples among e1l , ..., e
k
l
to satisfy it. This follows since any other example negates an addi-
tional literal l′, which either cannot be satisfied with c or that it is
yet to be classified, and when it will be classified its negation will
be tested and SPEX will discover if negating it results in negative
examples.
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CLAIM 5. If an example e belongs to more than one sub-concept
then: 1. the modified C-SPEX learns a conjunction which is an
over-generalization, and 2. overgen detects this.
Proof of 1: If e satisfies the constraints of (at least) two concepts,
then when C-SPEX negates the constraints of the first concept,
the other concept’s constraints are satisfied, resulting in observing
only positive examples and thus adding these constraints to SN .
When C-SPEX negates the constraints of the second concept, the
constraints of the first concept are satisfied (because the second
modification ensures that the literals in SN are satisfied), and thus
the second concept’s constraints also added to SN , and thus SP is
missing constraints of every sub-concept e belongs to. This implies
that the conjunction learned must be an over-generalization. This
is because if there are no negative examples satisfied by it, then
there is no need in the sub-concept learned by C-SPEX contains all
the sub-concepts, in which case these sub-concepts are meaningless
and thus can be ignored, and then ewould not have been considered
as part of two sub-concepts.
Proof of 2: Let con be the conjunction learned by the modified
C-SPEX, namely con over-generalizes e. Since there are (at least)
two sub-concepts containing e and captured by conjunctions that
include con and additional literals. These literals are: (i) satisfied
by e, and (ii) not implied by con. Also, since con is an over-
generalization, there are negative examples satisfying it. Namely,
there are examples satisfying con but not any of the conjunctions
of the sub-concepts. In particular, there are negative examples:
(i) satisfying con, and (ii) not satisfying some of the other literals
satisfied by e (which are not implied by con), In addition, any
example satisfying even fewer constraints satisfied by e, is also a
negative example. Thus, since overgen constructs all the examples
not satisfying a maximal number of constraints, it must encounter a
negative example and determine that con is an over-generalization.
Theorem 6 Proof Let A be a DNF-ELE algorithm (i.e., an algo-
rithm that can learn arbitrary DNF formulas), D a domain, S pred-
icates over D of size n, an unknown target formula ϕC , EP and
EN sets of positive and negative examples. We first prove that the
modified C-SPEX generalizes examples as much as possible:
CLAIM 6. Let c be a conjunction in ϕC , C-SPEX captured c via
cSPEX which is satisfied by at least all the examples satisfied by c.
Proof of claim. Assume that C-SPEX generalizes from an example
e and assume in contradiction that there is an example e′ satisfying
c but not cSPEX. This means that there is a literal l such that e′ 6|= l
for which either l′ is in cSPEX or in a disjunction in cSPEX. In the first
case, it means that C-SPEX has added l after generating an example
el satisfying all literals from S that e satisfies (except for l) and ¬l,
and this example was classified as negative by the user (or positive
if we generalize from a negative example). Since c’s literals must be
a subset of the literals from S satisfied by e, it follows that el, which
is a negative example, satisfies c, but this cannot happen since c
is a correct sub-concept, i.e., includes only positive examples. In
the latter case, cSPEX excluded exactly the negative behaviours, and
thus if e′ is excluded, then the negative example eN that led to
adding the disjunction that excludes e′, implies that e′ cannot be in
c: if it were, then since it satisfies fewer literals than eN (compared
to the original example e), eN also must be in c, but it was classified
as negative, in contradiction.
The next claim states that modified C-SPEX presents a minimal
number of questions, given the assumption that positive examples
may be examples which are not part of the hidden concept.
CLAIM 7. If positive classifications of examples do not imply that
the examples are part of the learned sub-concept, then the modified
C-SPEX generates a minimal number of questions to learn the sub-
concept.
Proof of claim. C-SPEX was shown to present a minimal num-
ber of questions. Compared to it, the modified C-SPEX intro-
duces more questions only when there is dependency because it
does not ignore literals in SN when generating the formulas ψ (in
getMinLiteralNExamples). To prove the claim, we demonstrate
that ignoring these literals may result in incorrect specifications,
and thus the additional questions cannot be avoided. Consider the
domain of boolean vectors of size 3, the predicates are monomials,
i.e., x0, x1, x2, and the specification is: (x0∧x1)∨(x0∧x2). Sup-
pose that C-SPEX is given the example (1, 1, 0) which satisfies the
first conjunction but not the second, and thus C-SPEX should be
able to generalize it correctly (overgen does not detect such over-
generalizations). Initially, C-SPEX tests whether ¬x2 is part of the
conjunction, and presents the example (1, 1, 1), which is positive,
and thus it infers that ¬x2 is not in the conjunction. Next, it tests
whether x1 is in the specification. Since ¬x2 is ignored, an exam-
ple satisfying x0 and ¬x1 is (1, 0, 1) which is positive (because it
satisfies the other conjunction), and thus x1 erroneously is removed
from the conjunction.
The next claim states that any algorithm that does not generalize
both positive and negative examples may present is outperformed
by Gen-SPEX.
CLAIM 8. Let A be a DNF-ELE. If A only learns a single DNF
formula (satisfied by the positive examples only, or by the negative
examples only), then A may present Ω(2n) questions, where n is
the size of S (the set of literals).
Proof. Suppose A only learns a DNF formula satisfied by the pos-
itive examples and consider a concept containing exactly a single
example from the domain. Then, A has to examine all examples
in the domain, or more precisely all non-equivalent examples with
respect to the predicates in S. In general, there are Ω(2n) such
examples. Even if there are some dependencies and not all combi-
nations of literals from S are satisfiable, in general this number is
still exponential.
In contrast, Gen-SPEX will generalize the negative examples
with a minimal number of questions, and in particular will not
present more questions than A.
The next claim states that if A generalizes a conjunction, that is
by dropping its constraints, then it risks in over-generalization and
thus has to trigger at least the questions that overgen introduces to
discover this.
CLAIM 9. If at some point of the algorithm A adds to the learned
DNF the conjunction con =
∧
l∈S′ l where S
′ ⊆ S, it must
observed all examples overgen would generate for con with the
positive example e used by C-SPEX to compute con.
Proof. If A generated this conjunction and added it to a DNF, it
must have seen a positive example e satisfying all con’s literals
(otherwise the DNF specification is incorrect). If A does not ex-
amine one of the examples overgen generates for e and con, then
this example may be negative. This follows because the examples
overgen generates do not imply one another nor are implied by
other examples satisfying con, and thus A could not avoid this ex-
ample through a different example. Namely, A added to the DNF
a cube that is satisfied by a negative examples, and thus learned an
incorrect DNF.
Theorem Proof. The three first claims imply that the questions
submitted to C-SPEX are of a minimal number, the examples C-
SPEX presents are of a minimal number, and the learned conjunc-
tions are guaranteed to cover as many examples from the domain
as possible. The last claim implies that A cannot reduce the num-
ber of questions overgen presents. Thus, A may only have an ad-
vantage over Gen-SPEX if it happened to pick better examples to
generalize. However, A (as Gen-SPEX) has no knowledge on the
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Pattern Figure Example Chart
Cup with
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Two Tops
Symmetrical
Triangle
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Rectangle
Figure 5. The New Patterns (figures taken from [33]).
unlearned sub-concepts, and if for some concept it “was lucky” to
pick an example e not part of two sub-concepts, and Gen-SPEX
picked an example e′ that belongs to more than one sub-concept,
then there are concepts which have the same sub-concepts as A and
Gen-SPEX learned so far, in which the example e is part of two
sub-concept and e′ is not. Thus, overall Gen-SPEX learns concepts
with a minimal number of questions.
B. Technical Analysis Common Patterns
In this section we describe the patterns used to evaluate C-SPEX
in Section 6.2. We used the following patterns: (i) head and shoul-
ders, (ii) cup with handle, (iii) double tops, (iv) symmetrical trian-
gle, (v) rectangle, and (vi) flag. The last five patterns are illustrated
in Fig. 5; for further reading see [12, 13, 33].
The challenge in evaluating C-SPEX is to decide on the pattern
definition to use as pattern definitions are subjective. To overcome
this challenge, we ran several experiments for each pattern, each
with a different formula (but with the same example). The different
definitions, taken from textbooks and online forums, span a range
of possible definitions, from the most permissive to the most re-
strictive. We next provide a general description of the patterns and
the definitions used.
Head and Shoulders Three peaks, the middle is the highest.
(1) Most permissive – three peaks, middle one is the highest.
(2) (1) with shoulders higher than all lows.
(3) (2) where p0, p6 are lower than the other points.
(4) (3) with ascending “neckline” (p0≺p2≺p4) and p6≺p0.
(5) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
Cup with Handle A rise, followed by a cup-shape, then a decline
(“the handle”), and finally another rise.
(1) Most permissive – all four parts exist.
(2) (1) with significant rise: p5 is higher than the other points.
(3) (2) with p0 lower than the other points.
(4) (3) with handle not lower than the cup (¬(p4<p2)).
(5) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
Two Tops Two peaks of equal height.
(1) Most permissive – there are two equal height tops.
(2) (1) with middle low (p2) not lower than the other lows.
(3) (2) with last point (p4) lower than the other points.
(4) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
The next patterns are captured by constraints that leave little room
for different definitions and thus only two are listed.
Symmetrical Triangle Descending peaks (p1p3p5), ascending
lows (p2≺p4 ≺ p6), and p2≺p0, p0≺p1.
(1) Most permissive – p0 appears between p1 and p2.
(2) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
Flag A pole followed by descending peaks (p1p3p5), descend-
ing lows (p2p4p6), and p0 lower than all points.
(1) Most permissive – p2 and p5 may be equal.
(2) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
Rectangle Peaks (p1, p3) are equal, lows (p2, p4) are equal, and p0
not higher than p1.
(1) Most permissive – p0 is not higher than p1.
(2) Most restrictive – the given chart is the only valid chart.
C. Full results for C-SPEX
In this section, we provide the full results of Section 6.2 that include
the overall time (in milliseconds).
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#Questions Time (millisec)
CSPEX Oracle Based CSPEX OB
Pattern |S0| Def. |SP | Num Avg. Max Min
42
(1) 6 18 44.4 57 38 360 139
Head and (2) 10 18 54.8 61 43 223 142
Shoulders (3) 10 17 61.1 88 43 344 155
(4) 7 14 50.6 71 40 285 132
(5) 6 12 58.4 77 37 267 147
30
(1) 5 12 38.3 48 27 107 82
Cup with (2) 6 12 43.6 57 33 93 82
Handle (3) 7 13 35.1 41 28 232 70
(4) 7 13 36.4 41 32 184 66
(5) 5 10 38.6 45 22 111 69
Two Tops
20
(1) 6 9 19.4 20 18 56 29
(2) 6 9 18.3 20 16 49 29
(3) 6 7 18.7 19 17 56 28
(4) 4 6 17 17 17 56 25
Symmetrical 42 (1) 7 16 71.4 76 62 23 186Triangle (2) 7 14 66.5 78 37 239 165
Flag 42 (1) 7 17 64 89 52 706 175(2) 6 16 54.3 90 43 67 136
Rectangle 20 (1) 6 8 27.4 28 25 78 36(2) 6 8 25.2 27 22 72 47
Table 5. Results for CSPEX. Number of questions presented by C-SPEX vs. average, maximal, and minimal number of questions presented
by the Oracle-Guided approach. Time for generating the next question for both algorithms is shown in milliseconds.
.
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